Multi Frame
Endless VRF/VRV Mounting Solutions

Easy & Quick to Assemble
Modular design, includes all hardware, no need to penetrate roof

Durable & Sturdy
Hot dipped galvanized steel, suitable for equipment up to 1,102 lbs, adjustable leg assemblies to accommodate roof slopes

Versatile
The mounting brackets, adjustable cross bars, connectors, and extension kits offer flexible configurations to accommodate AC units of all sizes.
Big Foot

Application
- Designed for VRF/VRV mounting
- Extendable from any side with extension kits

Recommended for
- Compressor
- Condensers
- VRV/VRFs
- Small AHUs
- Unitary fans
- Rooftops

FEATURES
- Galvanized steel frame with 12" feet
- 40" x 48" multiples
- Adjustable leg assemblies
- Supplied boxed with clamp kits
- Ideal rooftop support of equipment and systems
- Weather resistance
- Easy & quick to assemble
- Durable
- Frame available in 2 heights adjustable variants:
  12"-16" or 12"-24"

Code    Description Qty
87658  Multi Frame 16" Leg 1
87659  Multi Frame Extension 16" Leg 1
87660  Multi Frame 24" Leg 1
87661  Multi Frame Extension 24" Leg 1
87656  48" Multi Frame Crossbar 1

Frame Tech on-line Configuration & Engineering Tool
Frame Tech is an on-line tool to help you configure the precise Multi Frame parts you’ll need for your equipment and environment. Frame Tech will ask the right questions and will automatically provide you with engineering specs for max wind load (tip and slip) along with the pounds per foot calculations. Register for access to Frame Tech at:  https://frametech.bigfootsupport.com
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